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The past 4 months seems to have gone in a flash but what a
rewarding time, morning swims at Iztuzu, then Kaptan Junes hut
receiving visitors from many countries. Sometimes familiar from
other years also new comers and children of all ages, -never a
dull moment and of course our friends of the Foundation.
August brought great heat and I went to visit friends in Umbria
Italy for a week where the temperature was cooler. Back here
visitors came to enjoy my Dalyan home, the peaceable kingdom
though with 5 dogs, 5 cats and a new puppy called Melek life
wasn't all that peaceful.
September saw a flurry of boat trips, picnics and birthday
celebrations.
On October 1st I signed copies of my latest book “Kaptan June
Makes Waves” at the newly opened spa at the Dalyan Resort
Hotel.
Later that month I went to London and had the great pleasure of attending an evening with Sir David
Bellamy at the royal geographical society in Kensington gore, David was in fine form and those attending
showed their enthusiasm for the new project “THE LIBRARY OF THE ENVIRONMENT” where a large
collection of Sir David's publications and other features of his life works will be on show in this very
building.

"Honi soit qui
mal y pense"
The never ending
story –in fact it seems
to be!
As we have written
already in our last
newsletter, Iztuzu Beach
had been rented to a
local entrepreneur.
Ortaca Municipality
successfully opened two
court cases to stop the
execution of this rental
contract. Now, to our
and many others
surprise, one court that
decided to halt the
implementation of the
rental contract obviously
had second thoughts
about it and after
“intense objections”
revised it’s own decision.
We actually have not
met anybody who
objected the courts first
decision to stop the
rental of Iztuzu Beach.
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On October the 20th once more i signed copies of my latest book at Daunt Books in London
Marylebone high street.... Fortunately writer's cramp did not afflict me. It was so lovely to have my
brother Michael over from France for this special evening, which was followed by supper in a nearby
Turkish restaurant.
Now Christmas approaches and we are reminded how
time fly s. Plans are ready in place for the Christmas
Fair for November the 29th a bit early but we are all
looking forward to it very much, each year there are
more and more stalls and feast for the eyes and for
gourmets as a great deal of home baking takes place, a
delightful mix of Turkish and English food.
music features to and especially charring are the
wonderful school children singing. all in all it is a
delightful event on the main square near the Ataturk
statue.
I know it is a little early for Christmas greetings
however I'm sending you all my very best wishes for a
Happy Christmas and a prosperous New Year.

June with her brother Michael at Daunt Books

Cheers Everyone
Kaptan June

Would YOU like to be volunteer or do you know
someone else who would ...
Without volunteers, we could not run our centre at the beach, distribute flyers, organize
events and do all the little things that have to be done and that you don’t see. PLEASE
contact us: kaptanjuneseaturtleconservationfoundation@gmail.com

Life at ‘The Hut’ and more...
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This is Flora Ferguson a 12 year old British girl, who made handicraft at
home and then sold it and raised and donated 250 GBP to the Foundation.
An exceptional effort from a young and enthusiastic upcoming
environmentalist. Thank you Flora for your efforts.
Another young girl, Hannah Lee, raised 120 GBP from school friends and
donated this sum to the foundation, too.
GREAT NEWS!
As you might remember
from our last
newsletters, we had a
petition set up in the
Internet, spent several
visits to the Turkish
authorities in Ankara,
Muğla, Dalyan and
Ortaca to express and
underline the need of a
regulation for the turtle
feeding, which is
practiced regularly by
the tour-boat captains in
Dalyan.
It was quite frustrating to
see this practice going
on all summer and many
of our friends and
visitors were outraged
when they witnessed
this.
To our great surprise
and satisfaction we only
found out last month,
that our efforts were not
in vain. The turtle
feeding has been
banned now, apparently
already in February!
The fact that this was
not implemented this
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Flora Ferguson

These 2 marvellous gentlemen - Moitsuga Kariya and Robert Zolna gave a
very nice donation when they visited the hut and learnt about what we are
doing. Robert is American and Moitsuga Japanese. They both work together
as graphic designers in Chicago. Robert once worked in South America and
cared for the turtles there, so he knew about their threats worldwide.
Sertac Yapulu and Tuba Erdem from Istanbul visited us in August.
This couple were delightful visitors from Istanbul on holiday and very
interested in what we are doing.
Burçin Kapsız and her partner from Ankara “Turks on holidays”
Sertac Yapulu &
Burçin Kapsız & stayed with us for a couple of pleasant hours, too.
Tuba Erdem
partner
Nuria Tesón, Middle East Correspondent for Al Jazeera and
Miguel Sanchez, a brilliant photographer came and interviewed
June to make a short story which will be aired on Al Jazeera in
the coming months.
They spent 2 days filming sometimes at the hut, other times in
Junes garden and also took a boat trip to the Bogaz to capture
the problem of Turtle Feeding on film.
It will be very interesting to see the outcome as Nuria was a
brilliant interviewer and Miguel a world class photographer with
galleries in Dubai and Paris and a website: www.masg.es . They are both Spanish and worked in Egypt
for 5 years prior to taking up positions with Al Jazeera in Istanbul. Both are highly sort after and their
lives are amazing, one if their next commissions is to film a tribal nomadic ceremony in Azerbaijan.
One of our most important aims is the equipment of the more
than 500 boats on Dalyan River with propeller guards to protect
the turtles from being cut and injured. After many setbacks in the
past years, due to bureaucracy and the unwillingness of our boat
captains to try out propeller guards, we finally have in total 40
propeller guards fixed.
Not very much, you may say and you are right.
We thought this would be a lot easier, as we supply the guards
free of charge, including fitting. Without the support of Thomas
Cook and Diana Travel, who insisted in tough negotiations with the boat owners to only use propguarded boats for their tours, we would not have come even that far. When it comes to convincing,
money seems to count more than conservation!
A list of the boats supplied with propeller guards is available on our website: www.dalyanturtles.com

season left us in
astonishment, - probably
a gesture to the captains
to give them time to
change their advertising,
but nevertheless now
the facilities for this
awful method have been
removed for good.

Another breeding ground for the Sea Turtles in great danger!
Sülüklü Beach near Demre in the province of Antalya is one of
the important breeding grounds for the Loggerhead Sea Turtle
on the Turkish coast. The Ministry for Culture and Tourism
permitted the construction of a 5 star hotel on the beach.
Building activities are expected to start soon. Sülüklü used to
be a place not yet discovered by mass tourism and a summer
place for the locals, who respected the untouched atmosphere
and the signs put up to make them aware of the turtles
breeding there. One more reason to defend the status of Dalyan Iztuzu Beach !
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Who are we?
In this part we introduce to you people that are active in our Foundation.
In this issue we will tell you about Afan Özcaner, who is our sales manager
and the one, who most of you will have met if you have spent a visit to our
hut at Iztuzu Beach.
Afan was born 02.03.1955 in Sahlili, a town in the province of
Manisa, which is between Izmir and Ankara. His father was the local
veterinary and his mother teacher in the school. Later the family
moved to Istanbul to find better jobs and to provide the best
education for their child.
His father being a vet he developed already in his young years love
and respect for all the animals his father had to treat and sometimes
he helped as well in the surgery.
His mother never got tired to stress the importance of education,
which he did not take very serious at the time, but nowadays is very
grateful for.
From the age of fourteen, he started to work in odd jobs in the
Afan with Sir David Belamy
Grand Bazaar in Istanbul, which is one of the largest and oldest
covered markets in the world, with 61 covered streets and over 3,000 shops and attracting between 250,000 and
400,000 visitors daily. Here he started to like this kind of work, communicating with customers from all over the
world and he understood the importance of foreign languages and improved his knowledge in English, which he had
learnt in school.
After visiting ground school, secondary school and high school he had, like every Turkish man, to serve in the army.
He was sent as a gendarme to Köyceğiz, near Dalyan, not thinking that he would settle many years later there.
In 1974, he went the first time abroad travelling for a year in Germany. Again, he worked in various odd jobs in shops
and as a helper in fairs and picked up the language very fast.
Back in Turkey he decided to go again to Germany and stayed there for seven years working on different building
sites. In 1985 he took his motorbike and started touring for months through Italy, where he learnt Italian as well.
Being so long away from Turkey he started to miss his family and the Turkish lifestyle, so finally came back to Turkey
to live with his parents.
Jobs were not easy to find at that time, so he had to accept an offer
to work in Denizli in a carpet sales centre.
He married his wife Canan and in 1992 they were blessed with a
daughter, whom they called Merve.
In 1996 they settled in Dalyan. Afan opened a shop for his own and
decided Dalyan was finally the place to stay.
In 2012, the foundation offered him the job of a sales manager, which
he gladly accepted.
Since then he is the pillar and handy-man of the foundation. Besides
his main job in the “Hut” he does small repairs that come up,
welcomes guests of the foundation and is always there when needed.
A normal working day for Afan at the “Hut”
Although he sometimes complains about the workload in the “Hut” at times there come busloads of guests and it is difficult to answer all the questions and show our products—with
the help of our volunteers he manages. He likes his work, because he loves to meet different people and explain the
threats the turtles face.
“Money is not everything” he says, working for a good cause gives him satisfaction and we hope that he will stay with
us for a long time.
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All that is vulnerable needs to be protected

THE KAPTAN JUNE
SEA TURTLE
CONSERVATION
FOUNDATION

Our e-mail address is:
kaptanjuneseaturtlefoundation
@gmail.com

See our website:
www.dalyanturtles.com

On TWITTER:

Kaan Kurt, the son of our board member Abidin Kurt, who is studying at
Rhode Island University, Kingston, U.S., has visited his father and of course the
Foundation. We are hoping to establish professional ties with the marine
department of this University with Kaan's help. Kaan has just finished his PhD in
Maritime Studies and is hoping to secure a position in Coastal Management. A
lunch at the river side gave pleasant opportunity to discuss plans for a future
cooperation.
The Film 'Kaptan June' made by Barbara Trottnow is now online! Please
share this news with everybody who could be interested and watch the film
online! 10% of the revenues will be forwarded to the foundation.
You can watch the movie on the following internet address:
http://distrify.com/films/9030-kaptan-june
On 26 August, we had again a volunteers meeting at June's. Due to
the extraordinary heat, we had to go inside, where the air condition
was giving it's best to keep us cool. The work plans were discussed
in an open way as always and we hope some minor inconveniences
have been settled. Meetings like this are very important, besides
meeting and chatting with most who are involved in our work it
gives a good opportunity to share experiences and think about
improvements. Building up an even closer tie between board and volunteers is vital, too.
A second volunteers meeting was held on12 October. We always have a season
round-up meeting at this time of the year, to discuss and evaluate experience
made during the season. We had again a great day at June‘s beautiful house in
Kisla, weather was perfect, great food and good company. A well deserved picnic
towards the end of the season and a big thank you to all our volunteers!
We held our 8th general assembly on 12 November, control and activity reports were
discussed and approved, a change in the board was decided, Nursel Kaykusuz took
Serpil Aran‘s place in the board and Hatice Dilek Akbalık was elected as control
officer. Due to a change in our constitution, from now on general meetings will only
take place once a year in November.

On

YouTube:
Just search in YouTube for
“Kaptan June” and you will find
many videos concerning June’s
and the Foundation’s work

June Haimoff’s last book ‘Kaptan June Makes Waves’ has been quite a
success during this summer. Many of our visitors in the Hut took the
opportunity to find out more about the life of this amazing women,
who still visits the foundation’s centre nearly every day to meet
people and is never tired to explain the threats our Sea Turtles are
exposed to.
Several literary and book signing events have taken place this summer in Dalyan and the UK.
Good news from our Facebook page. 28 August we took the “magic” hurdle of 1000
page likes. We reach an average of about 2000 people with this page, hoping for even
more in the future. Whereas our website (www.dalyanturtles.com) is meant to give
general information about the foundation, it’s aims and the people representing it,
Facebook is meant to keep our friends up to date concerning the activities of the
foundation, information about Dalyan and the region, the Sea Turtles and
environmental issues in general. Our page is interactive, so you can contribute to the
site as well, if you wish. Please understand, that we will have to edit articles if inappropriate.
The 35th Annual Symposium on Sea Turtle Biology and Conservation will be held from 1924 April 2015 at Hilton Hotel- Dalaman, Mugla-Turkey. The Symposium, hosted every
year by the International Sea Turtle Society (ISTS), is a unique event that draws
participants from around the world, from across disciplines and cultures to a common
interest and objective: the conservation of sea turtles and their environment. The
Symposium encourages discussion, debate, and the sharing of knowledge, research
techniques and lessons in conservation, to address questions on the biology and
conservation of sea turtles and their habitats. Dalaman has been chosen because it’s very
close to Dalyan beach which is a great example of nature protection in Turkey. As most of you know he
beach is closed to the public at night to allow the turtles to nest undisturbed. In addition, conservation
measures were established that allow tourists access to the beach during the day, in an area away

from the main nesting zone. Of course, our foundation will participate in the symposium.

